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What Is the Future
Of Space Exploration?
The international economic collapse, and Bush Administration
technological apartheid, has shrunk nations’ space programs and
great potentials of only a decade ago. Marsha Freeman reports.

Ten years ago, at the first World Space Congress in Washing- tirely different from that prospect of a decade ago.
Over those ten years, failed International Monetary Fund-ton, D.C., scientists, aerospace industry representatives, and

space program officials from around the world were optimis- dictated economic policies have come perilously close to de-
stroying the magnificent capabilities that were the Soviettic about the future of space technology development and

exploration. The disintegration of the Soviet Union held out space program. Similar policies, within the context of the
global financial crisis, have led to declines in funding forthe promise of collaboration between the United States and

the world’s other great space power. With the Cold War over, space exploration by all of the major space powers, and now
threaten major programs.the aerospace industry looked foward to a “peace dividend,”

that would free research and development resources from Over the course of the ten-day meeting, a speaker from
the U.S. Jet Propulsion Laboratory reported that the Marconimilitary programs for visionary space initiatives.

The prospects for growth in commercial space services data relay satellite planned for Mars could be delayed because
of the funding problems of NASA’s partner, the Italian Spacewere bright, with plans to orbit dozens of satellites to provide

mobile telecommunications and Internet services, requiring Agency. The European Space Agency’s Venus Express mis-
sion faces outright cancellation, if the Italian government,the expansion of both satellite-manufacturing facilities, and

the launch vehicles to carry them into space. as it has indicated, cannot meet its commitments. Kohichiro
Ozama reported at the Congress that Japan’s Planet C missionA few weeks after the World Space Congress, elections

would bring Bill Clinton to the White House, his stated policy to Venus is also on hold, because they do not have enough
money to complete even the prototype model. Japan had pre-to “engage,” rather than confront the People’s Republic of

China—the next emerging space power. American satellite viously announced that the completion of its contribution to
the International Space Station—the Japanese Experimentmakers would be able to launch their spacecraft on Chinese

rockets, expanding their business, especially in Asia. The Module—would be delayed for two years, due to funding
problems.Clinton Administration would invite Russia to join the Inter-

national Space Station, virtually combining the programs of Describing the French Mars exploration program, Jean-
Louis Counil stated that the French Space Agency, CNES,the world’s only two manned-space-exploration powers, to

the benefit of both. had wanted to launch a mission in 2007 to include a science
orbiter and four Net Landers for communications relay and
scientific exploration on Mars. But estimates are that the mis-Failed Economic Policies Cut a Swath

The atmosphere, and the reality, of the second World sion would cost 400-500 million euros, and the “budget esti-
mates were far too optimistic,” he said. Now, the French areSpace Congress, held Oct. 10-18 in Houston, Texas, was en-
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More than 4,000 scientists and
engineers attended the World
Space Congress in Houston,
but nearly all of the Chinese
delegation, and many other
delegates, were denied visas on
bogus “technology transfer”
concerns. Ironically, Chinese
President Jiang Zenim visited
Houston’s Johnson Space
Center on Oct. 23, a week after
the Congress ended. Here,
astronaut Andy Thomas briefs
President Jiang in the Space
Shuttle Mockup Facility.

looking for “cost reductions,” will simplify the mission, and meetings in Houston, one of their first discoveries was that
many of the papers that had been prepared, and were listed inwill “move it to 2009.”

The budgetary problems of the two manned-space powers the program, would not be presented. EIR was told that 80
Chinese scientists (nearly the entire delegation) were deniedwere already well known before the Houston meeting, with

Russia stating it does not have enough money to build the visas by the State Department. Aviation Week subsequently
reported that Luan Enjie, the head of the Chinese spaceSoyuz rockets to carry supplies and crew to the space station,

and the United States threatening not to finish building the agency, was left stranded in Canada, unable to enter the
United States. In addition, Russian, Indonesian, Romanian,station.

In the United States over the past decade, the decline in Iranian, and Algerian scientists were denied visas.
The visas were denied, or “delayed” long enough to canceldefense spending, with no parallel increase in the civilian

space program, has led to hundreds of thousands of layoffs participation, under the guise of fears of “technology transfer”
to these nations. This is an obvious sham, considering that allin aerospace, and dozens of company mergers that reduced

capacity in every sector of the industry. What remains are a of the presentations were unclassified and civilian in charac-
ter, often accessible through the Internet, and will be availablefew mega-giants, increasingly dependent upon money from

the Department of Defense for survival. as conference proceedings. One real result was the loss of
the opportunity to hear from Chinese scientists what theirThe collapse of the telecommunications sector, bloated

by speculative ventures and hyped high-priced services, has otherwise quite secret space program was planning. Ironi-
cally, the President of China, Jiang Zemin, visited the NASAled to the cancellation of dozens of satellite launches and

created an “overcapacity” of launch vehicles, leaving in the Johnson Space Center in Houston less than a week after the
conference that his nation’s space experts were not allowedred companies that invested millions of dollars to develop

new rockets. Michael Yarymovych, the president of the Inter- to attend.
In response to this slap in the face to the internationalnational Academy of Astronautics, stated on Oct. 13 that the

community is in a “malaise,” and that it will take the launch scientific community, Marcio N. Barbosa, the Brazilian na-
tional who heads one of the main sponsoring organizations—vehicle industry “a decade to catch up again.”
the International Astronautical Federation—has sent a letter
of complaint to the American Academy of Sciences, and theTechnological Apartheid Shrinks Conference

And the George W. Bush Administration is pursuing a American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the U.S.
hosts for the Houston Congress. The international scientificClash of Civilizations foreign policy, which precludes engag-

ing dozens of nations in collaboration in space exploration— organizations indicated at the close of the conference that they
will recommend that no future such meetings be held in thea program of technological apartheid under the guise of fight-

ing terrorism. United States. The Bush Administration policy is “insane,”
one French Congress official told EIR.As the delegates gathered for the marathon ten days of
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Argentina cancelled its Condor rocket program in 1990, and
in 1991, signed the MTCR. But Brazil refused to capitulate,
and continues to develop its independent launch capability,
the Satellite Launch Vehicle (VLS). The next test launch,
it was announced at the Congress, is scheduled for March
2003.

At a session on space law at the Houston conference,
representatives from Brazil registered their objection to U.S.
export control policy, and their determination to look else-
where for cooperation in space. José Monserrat Filho, head
of the Brazilian Society of Space Law in Rio de Janeiro,
described the current U.S. dominance over technology-trans-
fer policy as a “hegemony” that has developed from a “unipo-
lar” world.

In 1993, Chinese President Jiang Zemin (left) visited engineering In 1996, the United States and Brazil signed a Framework
facilities in Brazil where the China-Brazil Earth Remote Sensing Agreement on Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Outer(CBERS) satellite was under construction. The joint program was

Space. In 1999, President Bill Clinton met in Washingtoninitiated to allow technology transfer, denied Brazil by the United
with Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso, and theStates.
following year, an agreement was signed outlining the use of
Brazil’s Alcântara launch site by American launch vehicles,
and to launch American-built satellites. To this day, the Bra-Despite this attempted sabotage of a crucial opportunity

for the space community to meet, discuss, review programs, zilian Houses of Congress have refused to ratify the
agreement.and plan for the future, and despite the economic crisis, which

is “downsizing” the programs of the space-faring nations, The reason is that, while the Technology Safeguards
Agreement with the United States proposes to prevent unau-there were new, innovative ideas presented, and many devel-

oping nations made clear they intend to be part of space explo- thorized vehicle and satellite technology transfer to Brazilian
institutions and companies at the Alcântara spaceport in re-ration in the 21st Century.
turn for cooperation, in fact, that cooperation will not exist
unless Brazil cancels its VLS rocket program. The BrazilianIbero-American National Commitments

No countries represented at the World Space Congress Congress rightly sees the agreement as a threat to its na-
tional sovereignty.are facing a more severe existential financial crisis than Ibero-

America’s two space powers, Argentina and Brazil. Yet both As Monserrat stated, the agreement is not “an instrument
of cooperation, but of technological safeguards. It would benations made clear they will continue their programs, with or

without the United States, and in spite of their current eco- a true instrument of cooperation if it would provide some
technological transfer, train human resources, or contributenomic catastrophes. Marcio Barbosa stated, at a plenary ses-

sion titled “Space Activities: An Engine for Serving Human- to the development of the Brazilian national space program.
That is not the case.”ity,” that with “courage and determination,” mankind “could

go back to the Moon in six years.” He called for a “dialogue The U.S. safeguards are aimed “at the VLS,” Monserrat
stated, “since the United States never accepted the VLS pro-to build a bridge to solve the problems of humanity.”

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the “empire” faction in gram,” even though Brazil joined the Missile Technology
Control Regime in 1995. “Apparently, Brazil’s decision tothe U.S. government, following former Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger’s dictum that there should be no economic join the MTCR does not guarantee Brazil a more trustworthy
and flexible treatment by the U.S.”powers allowed to develop in the South, tried desperately to

stop the space programs of Argentina and Brazil. Particularly
targetted were their launch vehicle development programs; Brazil’s International Partners

The MTCR requires that every member country sign thethese rockets, the United States insisted and continues to in-
sist, were not being developed to launch satellites into orbit, same restrictive technology transfer agreements that the

United States imposes in implementing any cooperative pro-but as missiles, to carry “weapons of mass destruction.” The
United States lied that international non-proliferation treaties grams with Brazil. This has stymied Brazil’s efforts to negoti-

ate launch contracts with most nations, so it has looked outsidewould not prevent Ibero-American nations from developing
space technology, but the Missile Technology Control Re- the mainly Western technology control framework for coop-

eration.gime (MTCR), in fact, classifies any launch vehicle, and all
its components, as a weapon or weapons. In 1988, a year after the MTCR went into effect, China

and Brazil signed an agreement to develop, build, and launchBowing to U.S. pressure, with the hope of gaining access
to the technology it needed to upgrade its other space efforts, two remote sensing satellites. At the time the program started,
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Brazil’s technology development
center, INPE, stated that the coopera-
tion with China was intended to
“break down the developed coun-
tries’ prejudice against advanced
technology transfer.” The first
China-Brazil Remote Sensing
(CBERS) satellite was built in Brazil
and launched on a Chinese Long
March rocket in October 1999.

Since the establishment of an in-
dependent Ukraine, following the
dissolution of the Soviet Union, that
nation has signed three cooperative
space agreements with Brazil, start-

In November 2000, Professor Turner T. Isoun, the Minister for Science and Technology ofing in 1995. In November 1999, the
Nigeria (seated, right), signed an agreement with Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. fortwo space agencies signed an agree-
Nigeria’s first space satellite. Signing for Surrey is Dr. Martin Sweeting.ment in Kiev including the launch of

Ukraine’s Tsyklon rocket from the
Brazilian Alcântara launch site.

Monserrat stated at the World Space Congress that “the develop space technology. And while “Presidents change,”
this national commitment does not.basic difference between the U.S. and the Ukrainian agree-

ments is that the Brazil-U.S.A. agreement seeks to close any
opportunity for transfer of technology and cooperation. It fur- Africa Into Space

The same determination evidenced at the World Spacether reinforces obstacles.” By contrast, “the Technology Safe-
guard Agreement between Ukraine and Brazil does not have Congress by Brazil and Argentina was demonstrated by nu-

merous developing nations, which do not plan to be left in theany similar provision. Ukraine and Brazil welcome each oth-
er’s development, including an option for further develop- backwaters of science and technology or economic progress

in the 21st Century. A number of developing countries arement of joint programs.” In fact, “both countries aim to solve
their financial problems by joining efforts in finding innova- entering the space age through a cooperative program initi-

ated at the University of Surrey, England.tive solutions to satisfy global market demand,” Monserrat
stated. In 1978, a group of students at the university began experi-

ments to develop micro-satellites, weighing 10-100 kilo-But Monserrat explained that the “success of the Brazil-
Ukraine Agreement still depends upon the approval, by the grams (approximately 20-200 pounds), and costing $3-6 mil-

lion each. By comparison, conventional commercial satellitesBrazilian Congress, of the U.S.-Brazil Agreement,” because
of the “predominant position of U.S. clients in the world com- cost in the tens to hundreds of millions of dollars, and a like

amount is needed to launch them into Earth orbit.mercial launch market.” But even such a step by Brazil will
not ensure success, he said. The U.S. government must still In 1985, the University formed Surrey Satellite Technol-

ogy Ltd., and began an international outreach program togrant its approval for U.S. companies to launch satellites from
Alcântara, even on a Ukrainian rocket. bring satellite technology and applications to nations that

could not otherwise afford to make use of space technology.It remains to be seen what U.S. policy will be, as Ukraine
and Brazil come closer to what they hope will be up to six Over the past 20 years, Surrey has built and launched micro-

satellites for Pakistan, South Africa, South Korea, Chile, Por-Tsyklon rockets launched per year, starting in 2006.
There is no doubt that the financial crisis in Brazil has tugal, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, and China.

What is unique about the Surrey program is that it trainstaken a toll on its space program. Earlier this year, Brazil
informed NASA that it will not be able to meet its commit- groups of scientists and engineers at its facilities in England,

provides them with the opportunity to complete advancedments to provide hardware for the International Space Station.
At the World Space Congress, Fernando Raúl Colomb, from degrees in science and engineering, and transfers the technol-

ogy to the developing country. The purpose is to create athe Argentine space agency, CONAE, reported that a joint
satellite program was on hold, due to the financial problems cadre of people who can then be the core of an indigenous

space program in each nation. So far, Surrey has helpedin Brazil.
Considering the fact, however, that Argentina itself is educate more than 70 foreign engineers, and an additional

320 have graduated from the university with Master of Sci-effectively bankrupt, EIR asked Colomb how his nation is
continuing to fund its space program at all. His reply was that ence degrees.

One of the most innovative, on-going programs at Surreyyears ago, the nation of Argentina made a commitment to
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But over the last decade, Boroffice said, “the trend has
changed, with many developing countries embracing space
technology as one of the major ways to achieve sustainable
development. The present trend toward the use of small satel-
lites in meeting national needs has aided this transition.”

“Nigeria is a country at the threshold of technology devel-
opment and industrialization,” Boroffice stated. “It has a pop-
ulation of 88.5 million (1991 census) . . . with a wide variety
of natural resources.” He explained that “the prime objective”
of the government of Nigeria is “the provision of adequate
food, clean drinking water, shelter, health care delivery, good
roads, and infrastructure for development, especially for rural
dwellers, who constitute about 80% of the population.”

While the value of satellite remote sensing data for devel-
opment planning has long been recognized, Boroffice said,
the absence of ground receiving stations in most developing
nations means they have had to purchase the data at a highSeven nations are participating in Surrey’s Disaster Monitoring
cost. Now Nigeria will be able to have its own, independentConstellation. One of the seven satellites is depicted in this artist’s

illustration. capability.
The Nigerian National Space Research and Development

Agency was established in 1999, he reported. The objectives
are to “develop indigenous capabilities for research and de-is the deployment of a Disaster Monitoring Constellation of

satellites. The purpose of the Constellation is to monitor natu- velopment in the major areas of space science and tech-
nolgoy,” to manage natural resources, to develop an “effec-ral and man-made disasters, such as monsoons and other vio-

lent weather, out-of-control fires, and floods. When such di- tive and efficient communications system,” and to train
Nigerians “in the acquisition and application of modern tech-sasters cannot be prevented, timely and accurate information

can save thousands of lives, and avoid millions of dollars nology.”
In order to achieve the broad-ranging objectives of itsin damage.

The Constellation will consist of seven satellites, through national space plan, Nigeria has created three new centers, for
Basic Space Science, for Satellite Technology Development,the participation of Algeria, Great Britain, China, Nigeria,

Thailand, Turkey, and Vietnam. One approximately 100 kg and for Geodesy and Geodynamics. To develop the human
resources required, and to meet the objective of developingmicro-satellite will be owned independently by each nation,

providing remote sensing information to aid its agriculture, Nigerian technological products that can “feed our manufac-
turing industries,” the study of space science is being madethe development of infrastructure such as road and rail net-

works, water resource management, and the monitoring of mandatory at all levels of education. There is a plan to develop
facilities, such as planetaria, for public education.special concerns such as desertification. But the Constella-

tion, working together and coordinated through Surrey’s In the first step of its national program plan, Nigeria is
contributing a satellite to the Disaster Monitoring Constella-ground-control station, can also provide same-day disaster

information, which will be immediately made available to tion. For 15 months, 15 Nigerian engineers were trained at
Surrey. Based on the success of that program, the governmentrelief agencies.

At the Congress of the International Astronautical Federa- has decided to initiate a “second national project,” Nigeria-
SAT-2, which is a small geostationary communications satel-tion in Toulouse last year, researchers from Algeria’s Centre

National des Techniques Spatiales described the importance, lite “that has been selected specifically to address the lack of
communications infrastructure in Nigeria.”for their nation and North Africa, of their Disaster Monitoring

Satellite, stating that with this project, “space is no longer the “Experiences in other developing countries, such as India
and Indonesia, have shown how satellite-based communica-preserve of a few wealthy nations.”

This year, at the World Space Congress, Prof. Robert tion systems have opened up the rural areas of development,”
Boroffice stated. NigeriaSAT-2 will provide “independentBoroffice, who heads the National Space Research and Devel-

opment Agency of Nigeria, discussed his country’s participa- communications coverage throughout Nigeria and regional
coverage to some West African countries.”tion in space technology development. “Space technology

and access to space have been elusive to most developing In sum, Boroffice said, “a well-funded space program will
be a demonstration of the political will to acquire this strategiccountries over the last half of the 20th Century,” he stated,

as “technology was seen as very expensive and prestigious, technology which is crucial to socio-economic development,
and national security.”meant only for the major industrialized countries.”
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The Moon or Mars?
While many developing nations reported to the Congress

on their progress in entering the space age, representatives
from the already-established space powers were trying to find
their way back to a vision of the future.

Throughout a series of presentations at the World Space
Congress, Dr. Wesley Huntress, former NASA Associate Ad-
ministrator for Space Science, and currently Director of the
Carnegie Institution’s Geophysical Laboratory, stated that
what distinguishes the past from the present is that 50 years
ago, even though we did not have a space program, “we had
a vision.” That vision, he said, “was spelled out by Wernher
von Braun,” in a 1950s series for Colliers magazine. “We
had a vision for going to the Moon,” Huntress recalled. Walt
Disney produced television shows in 1954, with the help of
von Braun, showing what the future of space exploration
would be, including enormous space stations, then lunar land-
ings, and finally, manned missions to Mars.

“We lost that vision after we went to the Moon,” Huntress
said, and since then we have just “huddled together,” stuck in

The 1994 Clementine spacecraft produced this spectacular imageEarth orbit. Actually, as was pointed out by lunar scientist
of the South Pole of the Moon. Measurements indicated thePaul Spudis, from the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Labo-
presence of water ice in the permanently shadowed regions, withratory, the Apollo program was a diversion from Wernher
subsequent observations by Lunar Prospector confirming this
important discovery.von Braun’s incremental architecture. But it did create a vast

infrastructure, which put almost any destination within reach.
The von Braun plan had been, first, to enable people to live
and work in nearby low-Earth orbit, providing them with out, and the question of finding life on Mars became their

organizing principle.reliable transportation to and from space, and living quarters.
Then, a large, multi-use space station in orbit would be used There is no question that the unmanned exploration of

Mars must be carried out with a steady commitment overto train astronauts to live in micro-gravity, and assemble,
check-out, and fuel the large spacecraft heading to the Moon decades, and long-term planning and funding, to culminate in

the human exploration and settlement of the red planet. Butand later to Mars.
Huntress pointed out that what the space program needs the 1998 founding of the Mars Society, and the high-profile

organizing campaign by its founder, Robert Zubrin, threwnow is “a destination, and not a piece of hardware.” The Inter-
national Space Station is not an end in itself, but a jumping- rational long-term planning out the window, in exchange for

the ephemeral promise of a “quick fix” for the space program.off point to somewhere else. For the past 50 years, it has been
assumed that this “somewhere else” would first be the Moon, The public will not be excited by, or support, a manned return

to the Moon, Zubrin insisted, because we’ve “been there, donewhere scientific research, technology development and test-
ing, and industrial manufacturing capability would lay the that.” The Moon is “not interesting,” he often repeated, and

will only divert scarce resources from the manned Mars mis-basis for going the tens of millions of miles to Mars.
Over the past few years, however, there has been a drum- sion. Since there is little (if any) money available now for

future manned missions, Zubrin based his ill-conceivedbeat to forget about going back to the Moon, and instead head
straight for Mars. The announcement in 1996 by a team of “Mars Direct” proposal on conventional technology, with the

objective of launching crews to Mars within a decade, (beforescientists, proposing that artifacts found in a meteorite from
Mars indicated the fossil remains of life, heightened public elected representatives lose interest in the project), spending

as little money as possible.and scientific interest in the possibility that life exists, or ex-
isted, on the red planet. At the World Space Congress, the issue of whether the

next target for human exploration beyond Earth orbit shouldOn July 4, 1997, the diminutive Sojourner rover landed
on Mars, and captivated the world with its plodding excur- be the Moon or Mars, was crystalized in a debate between

Zubrin and Paul Spudis, attended by hundreds of conferencesions over the Martian surface. Perhaps, some at the space
agency thought, this renewed public excitement about Mars delegates. The debate, and companion technical sessions, al-

lowed Spudis and the lunar proponents to make an eloquentcould be leveraged into Congressional support for increased
NASA funding. Increased emphasis was put on the series of case for the need to return to the Moon.

Spudis answered the question, “Why the Moon?” by stat-robotic Mars missions which NASA is in the midst of carrying
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the unmanned lunar missions that are already under develop-
ment in Europe and Japan, and under consideration in India,
were described.

Veteran astronaut John Young expressed his support for
manned lunar exploration at the Congress, by quoting space
visionary Krafft Ehricke: “If God had wanted man to explore
space, He would have given him a Moon.”

Possible Next Steps from Earth Orbit
Former NASA official Huntress told a press conference

on the last day of the Congress, that for many years, the space
agency was “forbidden by the Administration and the Con-
gress from having a plan” for future human space exploration.
“This shackle has been lifted in the last few months,” he

NASA’s Exploration Team has proposed that a “Gateway” facility stated, referring to a number of ongoing studies—by the Au-
be built at the Earth-Moon L1 point, 322,127 kilometers (about rora project of the European Space Agency, the International
190,000 miles) from Earth. The Gateway would include temporary Academy of Astronautics, and the long-range planning group,living quarters for visiting crew, facilities to service astronomical

NASA Exploration Team (abbreviated NExT)—which areobservatories, and vehicle fueling and servicing centers for
developing possible scenarios for programs beyond the spacejourneys to the Moon and Mars.
station. “It reminds me of just a few months into the Apollo
program,” Huntress said, when different scenarios were de-
bated “when we had to decide how to go to the Moon.”ing: “It’s close; it’s easy to get to; it’s an interesting place to

study; it’s got what we need to survive; it’s on the way to In a paper titled, “Innovations in Mission Architecture for
Exploration Beyond Earth Orbit,” a team from the NASAeverywhere else.” Also important, for the first long-term hu-

man venture off this planet, the Earth is always visible in the Johnson Space Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory pre-
sented preliminary results from the NExT study. The motiva-sky. The Moon can be reached easily in a few days. Spudis

described it as a “miniature museum of geological processes tion, as they explain it, is to “enable a stepping stone approach
to science-driven, technology-enabled, human and roboticand history, the study of which is relevant to all of the terres-

trial planets.” With its airless surface, the Moon contains a exploration.” The strategy aims to “extend remote sensing of
the planets and stars,” to “expand the knowledge return fromrecord of events in the Solar System, including the history of

the Sun, over the last 4 billion years. [unmanned] spacecraft,” and to identify technologies that
“enable exploration by humans beyond low-Earth orbit.”According to NASA, scientists attending a recent meeting

in Crete proposed that the Moon may also contain a record of They caution that the design concepts presented are used as
“existence proofs and are not presumed to be final designs.”the early history of the Earth, which has been erased through

millennia of tectonic, volcanic, and climatological processes. There is no doubt that what they presented will be hotly de-
bated in the space community.Lunar meteorites are found on the Earth. Why shouldn’t

pieces of the Earth that were blasted off by large impacts, be Basically, the NASA team decided to dodge the bullet,
by not endorsing either a Moon or Mars human explorationspewed over the surface of the Moon? A recent study indicates

that as much as 20,000 kg of Earth material might be found mission, but instead laying out an interim architecture that
positions the space agency to carry out either, when a politicalin every 100 square kilometers of the Moon.

The most important thing we will learn on the Moon, decision is made. Space historian Howard McCurdy com-
mented on the NExT proposal to space.com on Sept. 26, aptlySpudis stated, is how to process and use extraterrestrial re-

sources. The ice recently discovered at the lunar South Pole stating: “This incremental step-at-a-time approach was
adopted by space advocates after President Nixon, in 1970,“is enough to fill a small lake,” estimated at 10 billion tons.

The Moon is a “permanent space station,” Spudis said, and denied the request for a comprehensive long-range plan.”
NASA’s current leaders “have chosen to pursue this goalwe should use it to “learn to live off-planet.” We can use it to

“learn how to explore, and bootstrap cislunar infrastructure incrementally because they were told not to divert their atten-
tion beyond the space station until that project neared comple-to go elsewhere.”

Over the course of the Congress, Spudis proposed that tion. Not only are they ready to undertake missions beyond,
they have been waiting to do so since the agency was born.”there should be a human return to the Moon within five years.

Existing technology could be used for the initial missions, and The NExT proposal would take advantage of a feature of
orbital mechanics that creates libration points between twoeach would build up the infrastructure, leading to a permanent

human presence. Over the course of the World Space Con- large bodies in space, where the gravitational force between
them reaches a kind of equilibrium. A small body placed atgress, innovative proposals were presented, by younger parti-

cipants, for using the Moon as a platform for astronomy; and these libration points will remain somewhat at rest in relation
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FIGURE 1

The Sun-Earth, Earth-Moon Libration Points

Source:  Robert W. Farquhar, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.

One mission design for human exploration of space beyond Earth orbit, makes use of the libration points in the Sun-Earth, Earth-Moon
system—points where the gravitational forces of two bodies balance. From a staging facility at the Earth-Moon L1 libration point,
missions could be sent to the Moon or beyond. The L1 libration point in the Sun-Earth system is already populated with unmanned
satellites, uninterruptedly observing the Sun.

to the large bodies, in a relatively stable position. In the Earth- servicing by astronauts. The NExT team proposes the em-
placement of infrastructure at the Earth-Moon L1 point, toMoon, and Sun-Earth relationship, there are a variety of libra-

tion points, as seen in Figure 1. From these null-gravity, create a “Gateway,” that will allow servicing of in-space facil-
ities, and “support the range of potential destinations.”stable points in space, it is possible to travel anywhere else in

the Solar System expending very little energy. In Farquhar’s design, a Deep-Space Shuttle would operate
between the space station and Earth-Moon L2 libration point,There are some locations that are preferable for the de-

ployment of astronomical observatories. Already, telescopes, and an Interplanetary Transfer Vehicle, stationed in the vicin-
ity of the Earth-Moon L2 Gateway, could transport astronautsincluding the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and

Advanced Composition Explorer, have been placed at the to their next stop. Reusable lunar landing vehicles could be
stationed in the vicinity of the Earth-Moon libration point.Sun-Earth L1 libration point, about 1.5 million kilometers

(900,000 miles) from Earth, to obtain an uninterrupted view Landing on the Moon from the libration point reduces the
constraints, as compared to going directly from the Earth orof the Sun. The planned follow-up for the Hubble Space Tele-

scope will be placed there, as well. from lunar orbit. Landings could take place at any time, and
at any site on the Moon, such as the icy poles—not just in theOne of the objections to the placement of expensive and

delicate telescopes, such as the upcoming James Webb Space equatorial regions, as were done in the Apollo program.
The NExT team also outlined their scenario for travellingTelescope, at the Sun-Earth libration points, is that they can-

not be serviced by astronauts from the Space Shuttle. The from the Earth-Moon L1 Gateway to Mars, estimating that
with advanced technologies—such as nuclear propulsion—successful repair, maintenance, and upgrading of the Hubble

Space Telescope by astronauts has made it into the magnifi- significantly shorter travel times and increased payload ca-
pacity would result.cent facility that it is.

In his Congress presentation, on “Utilization of Libration In her remarks to the Congress, astronaut and Chief Scien-
tist at NASA headquarters, Shannon Lucid, made her case forPoints for Human Exploration in the Sun-Earth-Moon System

and Beyond,” long-time space planner Robert Farquhar de- visionary human exploration missions, noting that the session
was taking place the day after Columbus Day. “Ancient sail-tailed the new astronomy missions slated to be deployed at

Sun-Earth libration points over the next ten years. He pro- ors hugged the coastlines,” she said. “Today we hug the rim
of our planet.” The International Space Station, which willposed that the telescopes could be robotically transferred,

over a matter of days, from their observational position, to a help us answer the questions we need to know in order to
explore further, she said, should be seen as the “pit-stop tolibration point in the closer Earth-Moon system, only 323,110

kilometers (about 190,000 miles) from Earth, for periodic the planets.”
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